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A TIP FROM CLUB C. E. O. TERRIE
Be kind to everyone and they will be kind to you.
THE WIZARD OF OZ IS COMING TO BGCF
By: Ariana, Gabby & Alaina
Tokay’s Drama Matters students are performing in “THE WIZARD OF OZ” play at BGCF. Staff
Crystal is directing the play. The performance will be held in the Almeria Gym. The date will be
announced soon! The costumes are going to be GREAT!
The cast is as follows:
Dorothy: Kaydee Espinoza
Lion: Edwin Trujillo
Tin Man: Emily Brenes
Witch: Diana Velazquez
Scarecrow: Amya Ragland
The Wizard: Janelle Leary
The cast is really excited to perform for us!
The Wizard of Oz is about a girl named Dorothy who didn’t want a her aunt (the Witch) taking her
dog named Toto. Dorothy put Toto in a basket and left, but the dog jumped out and ran back to
Dorothy. After a while, Dorothy was in her room lying down on her bed talking to Toto and fell
asleep. Suddenly, a tornado struck and lifted her house off the ground. Once the tornado died
down, Dorothy ventured outside and found that the house fell on top of a Witch and realized she
was no longer in Kansas. She was now in the land of Oz, where she met Glinda the Good Witch
Glinda the Good Witch told her that if she wanted to get back home, she must find the Wizard and
follow the yellow brick road. Along her journey, she meets a couple of new friends that also need to
find the Wizard. She meets a Scarecrow that needs a brain, a Tin Man that needs a heart, and the
Lion that needs courage. Dorothy needs to get back home to Kansas. After trials and tribulation
through Oz, Dorothy finally finds the Wizard and is able to go home to Kansas. The Wizard granted
the Lion with courage, the Tinman with a heart, and the Scarecrow with a brain. When Dorothy
awakes from her long nap, she is back home in Kansas.

TOKAY’S FOOD PICKS
By: Rebecca & Delilah
Tokay has many favorite, unfavorite and want to see items at the
snack bar, and Almeria’s cafeteria . From first to fifth grade;
many students had a lot to say.
1. What is your favorite item at the snack bar?
Ice cream sandwiches- Jennelle
Takis- Emerie
Arizonas- Destinee
2. What specials do you like at snack bar?
Hot chocolate- Julian
Hot cheetos and cheese- Jewelz
Takis- Leilani
3. What do you want to see at the snack bar?
Cheese cake- Kaylee
Sour patch kids- Samuel
Air head bites- Connor
4. What is your favorite item to eat at Almeria’s cafeteria ?
Pizza Hut pizza- Ivy
Spicy chicken sandwich- Leilani
5. What do you not like to eat at Almeria’s cafeteria ?
Bagel pizza- Christian
Spicy chicken tenders- Leilani
6. What is something you want to see at Almeria’s cafeteria?
Soup- Cameron
Hard shell tacos- Jaylen
Ice cream- Michael

UPCOMING EVENTS
SMASH BROS. PLAYERS
By: Jude & Issac S.

PANDA EXPRESS FUNDRAISER
FRIDAY, MARCH 30th
Grab a flyer for more info

BOYS &GIRLS CLUB WEEK
APRIL 9—13!
It’s going to be a GREAT week!

We interviewed video gamers from Tokay to see what characters they use in Wii’s Super Smash Bros. We
aren’t sure what to expect, but we know for a fact that at least more than one uses KIRBY! We wrote about the
most used characters moves and were going to make a pie chart. When they are playing the game, it looks
like they love it. We chose to do this because we were wondering what characters the kids in Tokay use.
The characters we thought they were going to use were Mario, Kirby, Toon Link, Ness, and Meta Knight. After
interviewing the Tokay gamers, the characters played were Diddy Kong, Meta Knight, and Jiggly Puff. We
asked why they chose these characters and this is what they said fourth grader Nathan Sanchez said, he
chose Diddy Kong “because of his jetpack”. Fifth grader Ariel said, he chose Meta Knight “because he has
good moves”. Eighth grader Christopher Lopez said, he chose Jiggly Puff “because of her arial game’’. Sixth
grade Isaac’s favorite character is Link because he “likes just clicking the same button and making him fly and
then die when I spin the sword. When I play with him it is on my Nintendo 2DS cause it’s fun just to kill the 2nd
player. I use Ness cause it’s fun to use his PK thunder because I get to control a thunder ball that moves
through the stage.

UPCOMING MOVIES
By: Nadia
A Wrinkle in Time – Release date: March 9th
The movie is about a middle-school student struggling
with issues of her dad’s disappearance and must
embark on a journey with mysterious forces to return
with her father.
Isle of Dogs – Release date: March 23rd
The movie is about dogs who get the flu and the
mayor of a Japanese City banishes them to an Island
filled with garbage. They soon embark on a journey
when, a 12 -year old boy arrives to the Island to find
his beloved pet.
Sherlock Gnomes – Release date: March 23rd
The movie is about Gnomeo and Juliet who hire a
legendary detective ‘Sherlock Gnomes’ to solve the
case of their missing friends and family.
The Incredibles 2 – Release date: June 15th
The movie is about Elastigirl and how she springs into
action to save the day, while Mr. Incredible faces his
greatest challenge yet, taking care of the problems his
three children stir up.

TOKAY HAS STYLE
By: Viviana, Precious & Raniel
We asked some kids a few questions about some trending items. Emerie from 2nd grade says Converse is a
trending shoe brand. We also asked 2nd grader Jennelle, what item could top off a girl’s look, and she said a
simple bracelet works. Boys at Tokay have style too. We asked 3rd grader George what shoe brand he thought
was popular and he said Nike. Next, we asked Ryan from 4th grade what shirt design he preferred the most
and he said a Nike shirt. Winter outfits that the kids suggested varied from selections like sweat pants as
Emerie stated, to Isabell wanting to wear big coats. A spring outfit suggestion was a tank- top stated by Leilani
and Michael. Next, lets cover some cool accessories to really make an outfit stand out. A nice hoodie or hat
with a video game graphic for the boys. For girls, a cute necklace to top the look off. The girls might wear cute
hot pink earrings, or a lovely necklace with a heart for a design. Anyway, there are lots of cool styles to pick
from to make an outfit “you”. What do you think can spice up a nice outfit for the Spring?

APRIL 6th—HOT CHEETOS & CHEESE $1.50
GATE KIDS @ BGCF
By: Isabella I., Nadia & Anaya
We have two BGCF members in Tokay’s Gifted and Talented education
program (G.A.T.E.), fourth grade Cesar Chavez and Jeremiah Gonzales.
The GATE program at Tokay Elementary school is about gifted students.
The gate students took an assessment which based on their score it will
show whether they qualify or not. In the program the students learn more
information about a certain subject, than an average 4th grader. Cesar and
Jeremiah enjoy the program and say it’s actually pretty fun to be in it.
TOKAY’S RUNNING CLUB
By: Aileen & Jannelle

The Running Club is for the Tokay kids who want to run and have fun every Friday after school. These kids run for exercise and to get their participation
medal at the end of the program. Fifth grade Tyler does 15 laps every Friday. Tyler’s goal is to run 50 laps.
We asked Tyler who are the best runners in the running club and he said the best runners were him and his brother Connor. We also interviewed fifth
grade Diana. She said she runs 13 laps every Friday. Her ultimate goal is to be able to do 30 or 40 laps. Diana also agreed that Connor and Tyler are the
best runners in the club. Fourth grade Arthur was the next kid that we interviewed about the Running Club. He runs about seven laps every Friday. His goal
is to run the Tokay’s 5k run and get 1st place. Fifth grade Kaydee runs 13 laps every Friday. Her goal is to run 22 laps. Kaydee also agrees with everyone
else; Connor and Tyler ae the best in the Club.

Getting to Know Staff Connie
By: Vanessa R. & Emily D.
Out of all the staff in the have been at Boys & Girl Club, the longest working staff is Connie. She has
been supporting the BGCF after-school program for the last 16 years.
Connie began working here in 2002, doing volunteer work with her high school friend. Before becoming a
staff, she thought of being a teacher. Now, she helps throughout the entire Boys and Girl Club and can
be seen behind the front desk and around the Games Room, her favorite place to be.
Connie lives with her 16-year-old chow-mix Lita and has one older brother. She was born and raised in
Fontana, went to Randall Pepper Elementary, Sequoia Middle School and Fontana High School. Connie
is very optimistic, her family and friends are extremely supportive, and she always strives to do good and
achieve better.
Connie is a huge sports fanatic! Her favorite teams are the Dodgers, Lakers and the Vikings.
Make sure you say HELLO to Connie when you see her at the Club.

